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ABSTRACT

Ac~ to information in a society is considered an important dimension of
.humQi, development. lCTs offer the potential to contribute to human

.. development by providing easy access 10 information. As stated in the
·WorliJ Bank report (2008), significant progress has not been noticed in
:term"SoflCTs utilization: This study argues that innovative use of ICTs in
accoiinting activities has the potential to promote the achievement of a
mirjcif~bjec~e of humiin development by not onlyplacing ~ore quality
infurJ!U1lion =.the disposal of the.populace, but also a~celerating their
·usagim other areas of the economy.

The siudy through a review of relevant literature identifies tt.z-potentiai
.contributions of greater access and usage of leTs in the accounting
function to human development. Using a questionnaire survey of 108
professiOnals, it also examines the extent of usage oflCTs by accountants
in coriqxrrison to other business professionals. The study jinds that lCTs
JUDge by accoumarus is yet at a low level with no significant differences in
oca:Ss and usage between accounting and non-accounting business

. prrifmionals. From the-results, high cost of access ranks jirst among the
;~or.chalJ!TJ8~ identijied~"Yit~ !nfra~t.!.~Et,!!",!li,!ad!.q~ac~esE,nd lack of
~e levil;o-rneaucatio,!YOllowmg ~l,,~ely. The -study ,":commenas

. .~sirivofV.!:m~t ~f:.~usm~s: organlZaho~, "mor~ ,a~tlv~ .roI~__for
iaccounnng .profess'o.nal ibodies. educational institutions =and
~,..,nl~-pnd;gOJetnment'~.~ifl.Eer.e c~mmi~t:nt to in.fr.~fTUc~a1
l"..~~.. ai:idreiii -- hes« hizII -- - ... -•.1lIq»~m n~t ec .!!!2ges.-· -_._...:.-. __. - - . _ .v : _.

-~.
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I. Il'c'TRODUCTION

There .has been much discourse and increasing global awareness on the
potential rod promise of Information arid Communications Technologies
~ICTs! for human development especially for the developing countries.. It
IS ~eheved th~t increased usage of ICTs has the potential to accelerate
socl~-econom~c .de\"~lo~ment, alleviate poverty and generally improve
~tanaard~ of living m these countries (IT}.;"DP,2006). Better access to
mfo:matlon ?ffered by ICTs is expected to extend the range of goods and
~er\'lce~ available to individuals in a society and to thus play a role in
lffipr~Ymg their quality of life. Based on this expectation, various policies
h~Ye ~een adopted to promote ICTs usage in Nigeria. Anotable step i:;taa;
direction was the approval in March 2001 of a National Policv for

. Information Technology. -

TJ:le~ation~ Policy for Information Technology bad a vision '10 make
.Nigeria an information technology (IT) capable COImUy in Africa auJ a
key p.layer in the information society by year 2005, using IT as engine for
sustama?le development and global competitiveness" (NITDA, 2(04).
!he pol.lcy further ~tated that government recognizes IT as a strategic
~mperatlye for national development rand taking cognizance of its
unmense benefits, has resolved to provide considerable national resources .
both financial and otherwise, for the realization of the IT vision statement

.The policy outlined lofty objectives which if realized should Ita! to
improvements in human development in Nigeriaand acknowledged the
need f?r ~oll~boratio~ o~ ~l stakeholders, the government, the private
sector mstitunons and indi viduals in achieving them. However, acconting
to ~e UND~ (2006), there has not been much progress irrNigeria towards
an information based society. Although, leTs utilization has noticecl
substantial achievement in the area of mobile telecommunications; access
to telep~ones ,increasing at a tremendous rate (Mowete, 2007). Internet
penetratIOn remains at a low level with the majorityofINemetusersfouDd
m Lagos the commercial nerve centre of the nation. How then does the
country achieve lCTs popularization and deployment in COIDIDDIJitjcs to
promotehumandevelopment? . . . . .

. 'S~~ ':leTs co~tute"1he infrastructure of the knowledge ~ •
~ki~ed ::professIOnals :will 'be rrequired -who create, -design. -op>-=.
..,maJDtam~d deplo~ ICTs. The.accounting professional who prrlixms the.

·.:.tro~:ofA8Il·informatlon specialist:in'oIg8ni?Btions.is,ooc.of..m_'*iDc:d
{PrOfessionals, -involved :in:~r.sY~~P.:nJevdopDml.

.,
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~le!Dentation' anr' usage. Accountants (as well as other specialists)
are increasingly ben : called upon to integrate systems technology within
the managerial an' organizational structures of their clients and
employers (Dillard, ·000). Accounting has come to occupy an ever more
significant position D the functioning of the modem organization. The
profession can thus ; ·e regarded as a powerful stakeholder in the IT vision

. ofNigeria

However, difficultir : in measuring benefits in relation to costs have been
identified as one oftie major constraints to information systems and ICTs
investments in both .-ublic and private sector organizations. Decisions to
invest in ICTs ha' .: emphasized profits or cast reduction benefits
derivable from sucl nvestments, consequently, studies of the benefits of
iDfonnationsystem1.3ve focused largely on the fmancial benefits ofICTs
(Fairbank, 2000). :Vhile success· in bringing human development
'conct:ms into ICl application is likely to be conditioned by the
.'perception ofbenef s of different stakeholders including government, the
'private sector, the individual and the society (UNDP, 2004), little or no

. .research exists. on these seemingly less quantifiable benefits of ICTs
investments in organizations.

:nns paper attempts to. highlight the human development benefits of the
.application of ICTs in accounting functions in organizations. The
.!fOIIowing three research questions are addressed: What are the human
~dcvdopment implications ofICTs usage? What is the role of accounting
!inpromoting ICTsusage?To what extent has the accounting professionals
~c:mbraced ICfs usage in Nigeria? The paper through a reviewof relevant
;li1calWe, explores the relationship between ICTs, accounting and human
dcvdopment and the status of leTs usage in Nigeria. It attempts to
measure the extent oflCTs usage among accountants in comparison with
0Ihr:r business professionals and to identify challenges to such usage, It

--abo·offers suggestions to help strengthen efforts at utilizing leTs to
·Khieve the human ~JQpment objective in Nigeria, It is hoped that the

',~ will stimulate tlicfuiterest of stakeholders in collaboration efforts to
.-dcpJoy ICTsto ~ce human development, .

..~;;..-,.
. -:.The n::st of the .paper is presented 8$ follows; section II considers the
•~ •• qJts underlying -the study, Section ill examines ·the method of the

. ~. section'Iv.highlights the findings, sectionVconcludes:the paper
.'.. '-. sa:tion Vlpro~des suggestions on ways of strengtheningthe.efforts

~1IIiIizeICTsinc:iili8ncinghmmindevelopment
.•.
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n. -CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

MacDonald (1972) defined development as "the act of'brineinz out what
is latent or potential in". Human development may therefore- be~ewed as
the act of bringing out what is latent or potential in human. Human
development according to UND P (2006) is about creating an environment
in which people can develop their full potential and lead productive,
creative lives, in accord with their needs and interest. UNDP further stated
the purpose of development as that of improving peoples' lives, by
exr~!1d;ll~ [he choices they ),(1"', ~(\ lead :;·.~5 ~~::::~;c value. l~>:"andin~
peoples' choices fundamentally involves building hun;an c:.:;x:~jlities, i.~.
the range of things .people can do or be in life, in the area of health,
knowledge, access to resources needed for a decent standard of living and
participation in the life of the community. -

Knowledge or information is, of course, basic to achieving all other
aspects of human development. Without knowledsc for instance the<:> ,
populace cannot appreciate all that constitute hazards to their health nor
good standards ofliving. Knowledge is believed to play a critical role in
expanding people's choices far beyond those that may be available to them
otherwise. These choices generate opportunities for. increased
participation economically, socially, politically and culturally (UNDP,
2004). An important dimension therefore captured in a number oftLe tools
.~e.d to .measure a nation's extent of human development relates to
~owledge. It is .believed that an information-society would enjoy-an
aCcelerated and improved development in regional economy, society,
culture and technology (JI CA, 2005). Much of the gap between developed
and developing countries' and between the rich and the poor within
countries has been argued to arise from the difference in access to
knowledge and education (CAB International, 2006). It is no wonder that
every society is striving to be an Information-based society.

The extent of human development within nations is usually measured
using several. tools, which ~Pture different dimensions of living

.productive ana creative lives. The major tools include .the 'Human
Development Index (HDI)~ Gender Re1atedDevelopment Index (GDI),

. !1~~der Empowerment M~. (~EM) and Human Poverty Index (HPl) .
~,esse~fuil~J:nponento~~!1?es~t.oolsis·~,~triknowled£C .

10 ~'~' • ••• _ l
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INFORM~TION SYSTEMS AND INFORMAT-ION
CO~tATIONTECHNOLOGms
An Information system is a means of collecting, entering and processing
data and of storing, managing, controlling and reporting information so
that an organization.can achieve its goals and objectives. It refers to the

. complete apparatus for handling all aspects of information within an
organization; including everything from the completely human-oriented
.aspects of information to the technologically-oriented aspects (Oliver et .
al., 1990). Information systems are believed to be traditionally the result
of the intersection between managerial information needs and
information techniques (Desmond & Lebas, 1998). They have since their
commercial introduction, gone through several developmental stages,
from being organized systems processing business transactions, to
systems providing support for management decisions and then to
providing support for strategic decisions. They have advanced through
the. period of manual processing using mechanical aids to the current
period of advances in 'information and communications technologies
(lCTs).·· .. .... ..

Information is regarded as a key organizational resource essential to
accomplishing important organizational. .activities including problem-
solving, action generating (Starbuck, 1983) and increasing an.

. organization's knowledge base. Information (or knowledge) has been
ruggested as a more important success factor than other more traditional
factors' like production efficiency, marketing, capital surplus. Increasing
organizational knowledge extends beyond merely the creation function,
to include the ability to distribute knowledge throughout the organization,
so that it is ultimately embodied in the product or services offered to i~3
customers. This dissemination process requires a systematic means; a
haphazard mechanism will simply not do in today's competitive
environmentfblonaka ec Takeuchi, 1995 cited in Fairbank. 2000). This is
where leTs come in as mechanisms for effective dissemination of
.)mo~ledge ..

leTs.arc basically information handling tools; a varied set of goods,
'~i!ii~i~~~and services that.~ used to produce, store.rprocess,
-diSttibUteand excb.aiige information, including the old tools such as radio,
teJevmo~:an(l tClephone~ as well as thenewtools of computers, satellite
and wireless technology and the' Internet (UNDP 2004). leTs as stated in

~·Nigerian:policy. on If.are computerscancillary -equipment, software'
'*nddinnware '(Hardware) and similar procedures, services (including-

j

I.,
I
I

I

• >
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support services) 'and related resources (NITD A, 2004). They incfude any
equipment, or interconnected system or subsystem of equipment that is
used in the automatic acquisition, storage, manipulation, management,
movement, control, display, switching, interchange, transmission or
reception of data or information. leTs are simply often just referred to as
IT, although, Nicol (n.d., cited in Olubamise & Awe, 2008), suggested a
classification of lCTs, (which indicated that IT is only a subset of lCTs)
into the following three groups:

Information Technology - the use of computers to process data

c.

c.id 5:'\'(" time.
Telecommunications ~'::::::''"101ogics- include telephones,
mobile and fixed (with facsimile facilities) and broadcasting
through ractio,television and often through satellites.
Networking Technologies - which include the Internet, mobile
phone technology, Voice over IP telephony and satellite
communications.

The use ofICTs was introduced into business information systems in the
1950s. These systems, which were then made up of large mainframe
computers were strictly operations support systems, responsible for
processing day to day transactions of the business organization. By 1~60s,
attempts were made to use information systems for the support ofbusiness
decisions. The management information systems (MIS), which were used
to generate predefined reports in support of management decisions, were
such first attempts. The advancements in information technology in the
1970s enabled the introduction of decision support systems which were
interactive systems that allowed users to customize output and make
enquiries. They were, used for planning, modeling, analyzing alternatives
and decision-making. Further developments in the . 1980s saw' the
introduction of decentralized computing. with processing of information
being done by users for their own purpose with personal computers)

.spread around the organization ipstead of one large mainframe co~puter
for the enure enterprise. This however" was attended with generanon of

.mounds of reports, Whj~.were often too detailed and voluminous ~.Qf
-much:value to the busy executives. The executive information sy~.. -'were thus 'developed to mitigilie .infonnation overload,' by giving the
executives exactly the information they ,wanted .. -Tbe 19805 also saw the
'first commercial application -ofzartificial mtelligence techniques in the

4Orm'of:~ -systems" .wbich~awcamputer _programmes 1hat. ~
sexpert knowledge in defined areas available to manage:rs.-thus bringing..•
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~, the realization of -the promise ofdecision-making support, first
aIII:InPted in management information systems in the 1960s (Delmond
and Lebas 1998). The revolution in ICfs witnessed in the 1990s, has
however had significant impact on the way information is accessed and
used. The 1990s saw the most important development in ICTs, the
convergence of communication and information media into a single

- medium, the .•Internet, With the Internet came greater access to
.:mtonnation· both for the business and the society in general (CAB

International, 2006).

ICfs have had a significant impact on both commerce and society in
general affecting virtually every aspect of life. ICTs are being used in
offices, homes, banks, supermarkets, schools. government establ ishments
and other places to carry out transactions, provide information, record
data., make decisions and perform an ever increasing range of tasks
(Lecey, 1997). Information is now being used by managers of business

-ml!aDizations as a strategic tool for developing new products and services,
- ifui,roving on organizational efficiency and in gaining competitive
-advantage. It is also being used by managers of public establishments and
-the state to define new roles of the citizens. determine inter-relationship
between citizens and between nations and develop short and longer term
.plans for the upliftment of the citizenry and the nation in general
(Mohammed., 2005). This remarkable achievement is directing .attention

.to'the potential ofI Cf s in enhancing human deveiopment (UND P.2004). .
.'

.SIGNIFICANCEOFICfsTOHm1ANDEVELOPMENT
lCTs derive their siznificance in the human development equation from
beinz one ofthc most important means of transferring knowledge. They
offer potential for rapid acquisition of knowledge and enable- the flow of
knowledge across geographical, political. economic and social borders
(UNDP. 2004). Such easy access to knowledge provided by JCTs has a
nmnber of advantages including the following:

i. Allowing the capture and use of global knowledge base for
betrermanazement of orzanizational and national resources;

- .u, making statistics a,,'ililiilile for comparison and for policy
-mann~ , '

. "-" - - iii. allowmg people more participation in government through
easier access to government information;

-~~' -. -iv.. providing a means for people to improve on their health;
~ -!--::..-;: _ iV.· .::-pro.viding.opportunity .for education and training at reduced

;-'-coscand -'

.~..•.•. ~ -.~ -

; 1;0'.-
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VI. addressing the gap inaccess to knowledge ..

Apart from enhancing the flow of knowledge. IC~s als?' offer
contributions- to human development in other ways including the
following: - ..
-- i. The creation of new jobs and business opporrumties, for overall

economic growth of a nation and the global economy. For
instance. in Nigeria, telecommunications industry ranks as the
fastest growing employer of labour. According to .available
statistics. total number of employees in that sector increased
from 17,409 in 1999 to 467.260 in 2005 (Mowete, 2007);

I!. supporting operational elficiencies and innovations in prod~cts
and processes in other industries including. the manufacturing.
air travel bankinz, resources extraction. hospitality and
entertai~ent thuso-enhancing human productivity (UNDP.
2004): and __

in. simplifying and reducing tasks needing manual skill and
strength and reducinu efforts that people exert and thereby._, ... 0

enhancing human productivity (Lucey, 1997).

Th~_size of the nati~nal leT infrastructure is thus often taken as a good
indication of the nation's progress towards an information-based society
and the usase of the Internet a good 'indicator of the ex..tent ofICTs usage,
as it reouires the integration of most of the individual components -
teleco~unications, infrastructure, electricity, computers and the skil,ts
.tousethese technolozies. Measuring the number of.Internet users ID
'developing countries- i; considered more difficult because ~y -,~ple
share accounts, use corporate and academic networks or VISIt rapidly
growing cyber cafes, tele-centers and business services, ~e ~ea:'urc
nevertheless provides at least a rough estimate ofICT penetration IDthese
countries (Jensen., 2003).

NIGERIANICTSECTORPERFO~CE
The World Bank Reports (200.5; 2008) suggested that in te~ o~ le!

. sector performance there has not been si~ficant improvem:nt m Nigeria
__since 2000. The reports showed that while access to .mobile telephone

experienced a significant boost, .access to .tb.e.~.tem.,et and.~_~nal
computers has .nct improved sigruficantly over ~e,~~_~ exa~IDc:C.as
shown intable 1.This situation is indeed a major hurdle IDthe effective

...application.o.fICJ.Joro~~!~~~~~ h~ devel~pqt~nt_~~~llen~e.,. ~\ .' .~ _.

. -
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~Table 1: NIGERIAN rcr SECfOR PERFORMANCE USING
SELECTED iNDICES

Acress 2000 2004. 2006
Telephone main Iines per 1000 people 4 8 12
Mobile subscribers per J000 people 66 223

Population covered by mobile telephony (%) 38 58 58
Internet users per 1000 people 1 7 55
Personal computers per 1000 people 6 6 8
Households with television (%) 26 26 32

Source: TIlC World Bank Group (2005, 2008) leT at a glance - Nigeria,

ACCOm."'TINGAND ICfs
Accounting has reen defined as a process of identifying, measuring and

. Communicating economic infonnationto permit informed judgement and
decisions by the users of the information (Glautier & Underdown 19~6).
Accountants have traditionally been involved in collecting and analyzing

. data and distributing relevant information to managers of business
organizations, 10 assist them in effectively planning, controlling and
making decisions. The growing need of management of more complex
orsanizational forms and the need to satisfy this requirement led to thee .
development of business information systems. Information managem~nt
has thus from its origin been a major function of managemen t accounting
(Desmond & Lebas, 1998). In fact, informationsystems and accounting
Systems within organizations arebecoming synonymous in ~~ny resp~cts
(Dillard, 2000). The accounting professionals are involved m IDformat~on
systems not only at the information system design and implementation
levels; they are also the primary users of the output. They are normally
looked up to for the presentation ofinformation in a useful and transpa.rent
manner for decision making by management. The economic calculations
.provided by the enterprise level accounting systems have also c0ID:eto be
used as not only a basis for taxation but also as a means for enabling t~e
more .general economic management policies of the state to grow In.
.significance and impact. Accounting has thus come to occuP(" an e,:er
'-inOre significant position in the functioning of the modern industrial

'CsOtiety(BurChelletaL, ]980). . ... " ..

Before-the advent of information technologies, most data were in paper
-form and the accounting professional manually collected and processed-

!
, ,

·f
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the data for management decision. The modern business organizational
form; with complex processes and in the. face of the increasingly
competitive global climate requires up to the minute. useful and relevant
information to make the right decisions. In order to meet up with this
demand, the volume of information that the accounting professionals are
required to manage on a daily basis is immense. Rapid leT advancements
in the 1990s have significantly transformed business data processing,
making it possible to process and manage such large volumes of data and
information. Large storage systems and efficient information retrieval led
to the integration of lCTs into the management accounting systems
contributing to the effectiveness of the systems (Chandra, Cheh & Kim
2006). Appropriate use of lCTs became necessary to ensure peak
performance for the accountant and consequently for the organization as a
whole. .

ROLE OF ACCOUNTING )N EXPANDING JCfs USAGE FOR
HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

lCTs were first used in business orzanizationsin the accounting function.
Most of the internal transactions controlled and initiated' by the
accounting and finance function are amenable to automation with the use
ofICTs. Since accounting information is central to all business activities
Within an economy ensuring availability ofICTs for accounting work will
not only improve the productivity of the accountant, it has the potential of
improving the knowledge base of the society as a whole. It also influences
the jobs and 1ives of not j ust the managers but also otherpeople within and
outside the organization. lCTs provide an opportunity for accounting to
add value to the organization that also benefits other stakeholders.
Accounting can thus play a critical role in expanding ICTs usage by
supporting the development of internal expertise to embrace the
technologies in the following ways:

Active involvement of accounting 'in system development and
functioning may help to encourage organization wide ICfs usage through
identifying the primary areas where the organization could benefit from
information automation. Security concerns about thesystems are also
often reduced with accounting involvement as the accounting and finance
function .is regarded as. the guardian of transactions reliability; and
Etegnty(Rom&IDiode,2007). .. : .: :',~ ':',

•••• ..-- p - ~...... • -
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Managementaccouniing is clcentral part of the organization's information:
systems and control systems, Appropriate use ofICTs in such systems can
provide immediate picture of the state of the organization's activities such
as production level, customer balances, staff productivity making
available more accounting information at the fingertips of managers for
effective control, thus increasing their productivity.

Management accounting information is usually produced in conjunction
with or as a by-product of some other computer applications.
Computerizing the management accounting system (MAS). would
therefore necessitate computerizing other systems within the
organization. For instance, to produce variance analvsis information and
product costing information would necessitate the computerization of
material usage and inventory control systems. What this means is that if
accounting information production is computerized. productivity of
accountants, managers and others will increase. rcsultine in hicher
efficiency for the organization. . - -

Applying JeTs to accounting work alters the skills requirements in
organizations. This would necessitate acquisition of new skills by
individual staff members, to be able to perform well on the- new
computerized systems. Organizations under such circumstances would be
persuaded to train their staff resulting in increased level of computer
literacy among staffleading to expansion in ICTs usage.

It may also require the creation of new jobs. Specialists including
programmers, data entry clerks. networking officers may need to be
employed.

ICfs. usage in accounting also has the potential to generate new business
opportunities such as software and hardware sales, distribution and
maintenance.

·ICfs usage.in .accounting would improve availability of important
.information to.people having some form of relationship 'with the business
'.~on,including customers.suppliers, government.
¥:,j,..,A!,- ": -r. :::>---- . ..
dIL METHODOF·RESEARCH

:The 'study .consisted of a review of literature on human
ideYcloprnent implications ofICTs anda survey ontheusageof ICfs.

\
"

,

I
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Literature highlighting Nigeria's, :p:ctf'01lmllllBce on human
development based on indicators relating.to.access-te information ~'efe
examined.

.i,

The study also surveyed a sample of 160 Nigerian professionals
(accounting and non accounting) in selected business organizations. The
sample \\'~s selected through a process of convenience sampling in order
to .sa\·~ time and money since the target population is very large,
consisung of professionals in business oruanizations. Furthermore the
inability to construct a reliable sampling ~frame to enable a statistical
random selection of sample dictated the use of convenience sampling. A
quesuonn;u~e was developed ona 7-point Likert Scale for the purpos~ of .
data collection. A total of 108 usable responses; giving a 67.5% response
rate were used for data analysis.

Data were analyzed using percentages. sample means. t-tests and
ra~kmgs. Mean scores were computed for questionnaire items dealing
WIth level of access to computers and Internet and their level of usage. The
meal~ scores ~ere grouped into three; scores ranging-between 5 and 7 were
considered high, 3 to 4.99, moderate and I 'to 1.99 low. Mean scores
computed for 0e. perceRtio? of respondents .~I}.~ .usefulness .of .the
Internet to certam organizational and societal activities were ranked to
determine respondents' awareness of the human development benefits of
JCTs. Mean scores were also computed for' the extent to which
respondents consider certain obstacles as hindering-their use of the
Internet. The mean scores were ranked to determine the level of
import~nce attached to each obstacle by respondents.

IV. FINDINGS FROM SURVEY

The findings f!om .analysis of data collected from questionnaire responses
were sumrnanzed In Tables 2 5. .

~SPOl\l)ENT~' CHARACTERISTICS: Respondents were grouped
mto two, accountmg and non-accounting business professionals for the
purp?se of ~.e ~al)~~~s ~f:the~~ cbara.cte~i.s~jcs:·The respondents were .
made ~p ?f~~8 yo ~ccow:tIng professionals and 52% non-accounting
professionals.Table 2 presents information on the characteristics of each

:~up ofrespoudents. '" , ---.. - . . . ..'-' .
•..... -s-: . : '::-'.: .~ •. ;;"'-:1' ~" .• _.: _:-~:-.
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TABLE 2: RESPONDENTS' CHARAcrERISTICS-.
GENDER: ACCOUNTANTS NON-ACCOUNtANTS

Male 40 39
Female I 12 17

52 56
,

AGE:
18 - 25 15 20
26 - 35 17 17

36-45 11 13
Above-45 9 6-., 56::J_

EMPLOYMENT STATUS:
Operational staff . 30 41
Middle management 18 13
Top management 4 2

-. Total 52 56
- Pereentaees 48~. 52%

. Source: AnalYSISof survey data (2008).

ANALYSIS OF LEVELS OF COMPUTER LITERACY, ICTs
ACCESSAND USAGE'
The level of computer literacy, access to personal computers, access to the

.. Internet and the extent of usage were measured by computing the mean

.' value of responses to questionnaire items. The results of the analysis as
presented in Table 3 reveal that basic computer literacy am~ng the

. respondents sampled was at a moderate level. mean literacy level at 4.31.
The results further-showed a significant difference between the level of
literacy of the accounting professionals (mean literacy 4.79) and that of
the non- accounting professionals (mean literacy 3.96). In terms of
regularity of usage of computers and proficiency in the usage cif specific
computer packages. scores ranged between low and moderate levels (1.53
.and 3.99) with no significant differences between accounting and non-
accounting professionals, except-in the usage of accounting packages.

- Low ·scores were -observed in terms of regularity of the usage of the
~:iDtcInet for bothgroups of respcndents. Low scores were also dbserved
=: ;fortbe extent of usage of computers for selected Internet activities such as
. bltcmet browsing and e-mails. Higher level of .usage was made .of
Computers for ~ng business data (mean usage for sample equals
357). ..

88
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TABLE 3: MEAN COMPUTER LITERACY Al'ITD
ICTs USAGE I ACCESS

Mean Accounting Non- Sample 1- p-value

Accounting value or Sig,
Basic Computer Iiteracv 4.79 3.96 431 *9.~5 rns
Reg ularitv of usage of PC 4.09 3.90 3.99 2..150 .471

Profic ienc: in computer p.ickages:

a. \\ ord processing 3.51 3.71 3.4-': ! -l.SSO .098
b. Spreadsheets 3.92 3.01 3.45 I 8.789 1)71
c. Desktop packages 2.99 3.04 3.02 o.oo .136
d. :\rcounting packages 3.07 1.01 200 1-19330 .033
e. Statistical packages 1.92 1.16 1.53 16.120 .104

Regularitv of usage of Internet 274 2.73 273 0.098 1159
Extent ofusage of computers for:

a. Browsinz 293 3.01 297 -0.760 .19
b. E-mail 268 282 275 -i.oio .m9

c. Processing of business data 4.01 3.17 3.57 7320 .185
d. E-comrnerce 200 235 218 . -2.900 .743

e. E-pa\'ments 278 233 255 3390. .171

Source: Analysis of survey data (2008).
* Significant at P< 0.05

ANALYSIS'OFTHE PERCEPTION OF RESPOJ'<.lJ)ENTS ABOUT
THE HliMAN DEVELOPMENT BENEFITS OFT:IE 11\'TERNET

. Respondents 'were asked to state the extent to which they perceived the
Internet as useful for purposes ranging from improvement in productivity
to social benefits. The results as shown in Table 4 reveal a high perception
(6.51) regarding productivity benefits of leTs but low perceptions
regarding the human, developmental benefits; for instance perception
.regarding the extent to which JCTs can affect governments' accountability
yielded a mean of3 .31.
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TABLE 4: MEAN PERCEPTION ON THE EXTENT OF
. USEFULNESS OF INTERNET-

Mean Ranking

Extentto which the Internetwill enhanceproductivity 6.51 I
Extentto which the use of lnternetof will affect 3.31
governmentaccountability 2
E:nentto which the use of Internetwill bringaboutbetter

3.17 3resource allocation
Extentto which the.useoflnternet will allowmorepeople

2.91 4
to take part in governance
Extentto which the use of Internetwill belp to eradicate 2.30 5
'povertv

Source: Analysis of survey data (2008).

-FINDINGS' ON THE CHALLENGES TO EXPANDED USAGE OF
-ICfS IN ACCOUNTING
Although, Nigeria seemingly .realizes the importance of lCTs in
development, the country is faced with many challenges threatening the
realization of the potential benefits ofICTs. These challenzes need to be
identified and removed or properly managed to pave':' way for the

-~evement of the human development objective of promoting lCTs
usage.

Research has identified lack of access to Internet and computers as a major
obstacle in realizing the IT dream of Nigeriawhich must be addressed.
According to World Bank group (2008) only 0.8% has access to personal
computers aL.i 5.5% to Internet. Ajayi (2003) also identified lack of
iDfrastructure to support usage, lack of requisite skills: corruption;
'i3Jldalisalion of public properties: and low consumer purchasing power;
Jzk of commitment of government to providing information through
wd>sites as some of the obstacles.

.&shown in Table 5, hizh cost oflnternet access. ranked first amonz the
listof olmtacles while other challences Iike lack of infrastructure such as

.om bjici~'supply ·to support usage; lack of-requisite skills: anti lack of'
··CD"•••• nent . and -corruption of. government 'officials which is
disr-gm:qpng .pli~te.' investments, followed closely -among the list of.....,2':0.

...
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TABLE 5: MEAN PERCEPTION OF THE EXTENT TOWHICH
OBSTACLES HINDER INTERl'l'ET USAGE .

Mean Racl;iag

Lack of basic computer skills
2..8 8

Companies' low investments inPersonal computers 32 6
for office use
Lack of requisite skills to use the Internet 5.8 3
HIgh cost of personal co~puters reiative to 4.8 5
individual purchasing power
High Cost of Internet connection for home! 65 1
personal use
Poor electricity supply 62 2
Poor service from lnternet Service Providers 32 6
Lack of comm itment and corruption on the part 5.1 4
of government officials in encouraging private
investments in ICTs
Vandalisation of public property 3.0 7

i
I,

I
./

Source: AnalYSISof survey data (2008).

v. CONCLUSION
As most of the internal transactions in organizations controlled and
initiated by accounting are affected by computerization, ICfs have
become identified as a means of improving the- productivity of the
accountant. Applying ICTs to accounting workhas also been found·to
exert notable influence on the jobs and lives of not just the managers but
'also other people within and outside .the organiiation and the knowledge
base of the society as-a whole. It is therefore: arguer that accounting can
play an active role in championing the embrace of ICfs among other .
business professionals and the society. ICTs are however still fur from

.beinz available to users in Nizeria, accounting professionals inclusive.
Available literature on ICT ~ector performance suggests substantial
'progress in terms (If telecommunications especially in mobile telephony •
but slower progress is recorded in the access and usage of personal
computers and the Internet (Mowete, 2007; UNDP. 2008). The darain this
study also provide support for findings in extant literature; mean •.evel of
usaze of the Internet was found ..to be .low for the .sample .a1.273_

. - Accountants as information experts in organizations who are expected to
-lead the usage of information.and communications ieclmologies.didnot

. "show significant differences in .accessandmsage.Of.the.mtemetfromthe
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·non-a~untirigprofessionals. The-very low-level of access to ICTs and
Internet' connectivity. therefore. appears 10 be a major hurdle in
overcoming the human development challenge in Nigeria. For IC'Is to
have a significant impact on human development in Nigeria, expansion of
their usage and sustainability is required. This is premised on increased
awareness of not only the financial benefits of the application of
information technology to processing business transactions. but also on
the human development benefits. Knowledge about such benefits did not
appear to be widespread.

This study suggests that the emerging role of an accounting professional
in organizations as that of an information expert requiring an
understanding of information technology tools places him in a good

- stead to advance and promote the usage of ICTs. The application of
leTs to accounting work apart from improving access to information
for management also has the potential to result in expansion of its

usage in other areas of business and improvements in access to quality
information to a larger section of the society. Accountants need a good
appreciation of technological constraints and possibilities to be able to
provide the necessary assistance 10 management in responding to. the
current market environment, The study however, finds major challenges
10 expanded usage in accounting as including; high cost of access,
infrastructural inadequacies and low level of proficiency in using
computer packages.

VL ..RECOMMEl'.TJ)ATIONS
Expansion ofICTs usage in accounting should play an instrumental role in
harnessing information technology to provide greater access to
in:crmation for better allocation of resources. monitoring of inst: mtional
accountability and stewardship and personal development of individuals
in the society. Accounting professionals should play a central role in
supporting any initiative that affects flow of information within an
wganizati~n. Addressing the challenges la usage and access to lCTs by
accountantsIs-essential in playing this instrumental role. More active
.participarionof'busmess firms, accounting professionals and institutions
3S major stakeholderiiD addressing these challenges.

,,·zAccountingfirms should take the lead by ensuring that their firms operate
:ciIihigh.technology environment, where.information and dajly tasks have
l-been ''SO';automated 10 .the 'pcinr .of ultimate -ease of accessibility.
~ucing-new .packages ..in·.the .accouriting firms' systems can help
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, improve its staff literacy and productivity, as training and re-training of
staff become imperative. Ensuring computerization of the firms'
information systems can also encourage clients to computerize their own
systems since linkages among the systems can be made possible for easier
monitoring and audits. -

The accounting professionals must arm themselves 'withknowledge about
new t~chn~logies to take a proactive role in developing companies'
strategies tor expanding lCTs usage. In this regard, the professional
accountancy bodies should provide assistance in building lCT literate
manpower, by constantly re-training their members inlCTs skills.through
workshops and seminars exposing them to new knowledge in software
development. The bodies could also help to make knowledge in a wide
range of educational contexts more accessible through participation in .
global initiatives and schemes such as virtual libraries and e-journal
repositories. Network facilities to which members can hook at a low cost
and Internet parks could also be funded.

The support of other stakeholders includinz governments educational~ ,
institutions, NGOs, individuals, banks and other private sector
organizations to mobilize -and commit resources to achieving effective
application of! CTs is also required. Greater private sector participation in
providing high cost infrastructure is necessary and bank financing would
be useful in this area. Educational institutions may need to teach practical
applications of information technology skills in all accounting and
bus mess courses rather than the one or two computer appreciation courses
within the duration of their programmes_. Research on the developmental
benefits on leTs usage should be encouraged and more empirical
evide~~e published. Government's sincerity in addressing the problem of
electricity supply and distribution and in providing investment friendlv
policy measures to encourage private sectorparticipauon is very es<;ential.

. -
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